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**Title word cross-reference**

3 [ZSLX13]. 3 [CCZ13]. Z [SLM12].

-polytopes [SLM12].

/node [LCL+14].

2014 [Ano15].

6 [KWM+08]. 64-bit [BWLR06, VED07].

754 [LDG+13].


Abstraction [RLBBN15, RCV+12].

Accelerated [HS05]. Accelerating

[GÁSA+13, JYJ+13, RMA14, HWX+13].

Acceleration [HAC13, WFKL10].

Accelerator [MCB+12, LHWB12, VDSP09].

accelerator-based [LHWB12].

Accelerators

[KCA+13, KMG14, BKA13, CI13]. Access

[CG15, GFD+14, HK14, FTLG11, HLR+13, HCC+14, JSH09, KCKG14, LWH11].

accounting [DEE13, LMCV13]. accurate

[LMJ+13b]. ACM [Ano13a, Ano15]. Across

[FDF+14]. activations [JLCR13]. Active

[KHS+14]. Adapt [DGI+14, PGB13].

adaptation [DJB13, LGAZ07, SS04].

Adapting [LBJS05]. Adaptive

[CG14, FQRG13, GFD+14, HWX+13, WM11, AGI+12, MAN+08, SW13, ZK05].

address [CCZ13, VS08, ZPC06].
Addressing [WA08, CWCS13], affine [NCC13, SLM12]. against [BVIB12]. Aging [DG1+14]. agreement [GMW09]. Aho [CW13, PLL10]. Algorithm [BC13, DG1+14, BRSJG12, CW13, CDPD13, HAJ+12, PLL10, XCO6, ZGC+12].


Analysis [GAM12, MMdS06, VTN13, ARS04, AFD12, FER+13, JOA+09b, Nas13, SV05, SMK10, ZCW10]. analytic [XMM04]. Analytical [BEE15, AFD07, CA11].


approximation [LTG12]. arbitration [XCC+13]. Architecting [CPB+07].

Architectural [DCP+12, ME15, IMS+08, SB09, ZQ+05, CWCO6]. Architecture [HK14, SHY14, ARS04, BVIB12, BWG+12, CPB+07, DJX13, GKP14, GSZI10, JYJ+13, JA+14, LNLK13, PM12, STLM12, SNL+04, SRLPV04, SSPL+13, ZK06].

architecture-independent [BVIB12].

Architectures [LAS+13, RMA14, BBG13, BWLR06, BTO10, CG14, CK11, CDM13, KCP13, LKL+13, OGK+12, RCV+12, SSK11, SD12, SB09, TC07, TDG13, VE13, YXK+12].


asymmetric [CG14, CCPG13, PCT12, SW13]. attacks [BVIB12, CDD12, DJL+12]. automata [VW11]. automatable [AFD07].

Automated [BSSS14]. Automatic [JLER12, LBO14, LT13, NC15, RB13, WLZ+13, WGO15, WM10, SPS12, WKCS12].

Autonomously [DG1+14]. autotuning [KB+13, LFC13]. Aware [DG1+14, DHD+14, WLZ+13, CG14, CWCS13, EEO9, GGFRG12, NB13, SSS+04, SEP07, WYJL10, WSC+13, WDX14, ZYCY10, ZDC+12, ZK06]. awareness [LKL+13].


Based [CG15, FDF+14, GAM12, NC15, WGO15, WDX15, AvRF07, BCVT13, CPP08, CW13, GK13, HLR+12, HAJ+12, HWM14, HWX+13, JYJ+13, KBR+13, LBO14, LTG12, LCL+14, LHWB12, RLS13, SS04, TKJ13, WSC+13, WTXF04, ZHD+04, ZGC+12].


Bit-split [TBS06]. bitwidth [NB13].

bitwidth-aware [NB13]. Block [GFD+14, ZK06]. Block-aware [ZK06].

Blocks [HWJ+15, SYX+15]. Bones [NC15].

BPM/BPM [LCL+14]. branch
[CZ07, HWH+11, Jim09, JSM+04, LB05, MG12, TS05]. branch-predictor [JSM+04].
branch-target [LB05]. bridging [HCC+14]. buddy [KWCL09]. buffer
[LB05, RB13]. Buffering
[YMM+15, GPL+05]. build [SSH+13]. Building
[WDX15].

C [NC15, NED+13]. C-to-CUDA [NC15]. C/C [NED+13]. C1C [LZL+13]. Cache
[GFD+14, HK14, KAC15, APG13, AGVO05, AGI+12, AFD07, BSWLE13, CA11, CWS06,
DJL+12, FTGL11, GGFPGR12, GSZI10, HAJ+12, KS11, KWCL09, LCC11, LZL+13,
MMdS06, RDFD13, SS94, SBC05, SSH+13, TKJ13, VSP+12, WSC+13, WDXJ14,
ZHD+04, ZYNY05, Zha08, NTG13].
cache-coherence [MMdS06].
cache-coherent [APG13].
cache-content-duplication [KS11].
Caches [WDX14, AIVL13, DJL+12, HS06,
HL07, KS11, KWCL09, LJJG12, MSK05,
SSK11, SCC+13, VSP+12, WDXJ14,
WLZ+10, WM11, ZDC+12].
Caching
[SYX+15, DZC+13, JOA+09a, WFKL10].
call [MG12].
capability [DGI+14].
capacity [SSK11, WM11].
CART
[CPD13, CPD13].
case
[AFD12, RPS06, WK09, LB10].
CATCH
[KS11].
Causal
[SYX+15].
CAVA
[CC+13].
CC
[CCZ+13]. Cell
[YMM+15, STL12].
cells
[JSM+04].
centers
[AVG12].
CGRA
[HAC13].
chains
[SSH+13].
Chameleon
[WFKL10].
Change
[JDZ+13, YMM+15, ZDC+12].
channel
[BVIB12, DJL+12].
chaotic
[LTG12].
Characterization
[CVB15, DS12, FER+13, WV11].
Characterizing
[BCM11].
checking
[BWLR06, MG13].
Checkpoint
[GW09, ARS04, CST+06].
checkpoint-assisted
[CST+06].
checkpointing
[DXMJ11].
Chip
[LB13, AFD13, BKA13, CK11, EE11,
GSZI10, IWWH12, LT13, LNLK13, LAS+08,
LM05, LPM12, LMMM08, SKM10, TDG13,
XCC+13]. choices
[VE13].
circuit
[DJX13].
circuit-architecture
[DJX13].
Classification
[MCB+12, CDPD13, LMJ13a, NCC13].
client
[KWM+08].
Clock
[CCL+13].
cluster
[TC07].
clustered
[AGCG04, SW13].
clustering
[DS12, JLCR13, SB09].
Clusters
[KHS+14].
CMP
[CPB+07, LMVC13, SSK11, WM11].
CMPs
[LMJ13a].
co
[DJX13, YLM08].
co-location
[YLM08].
co-optimization
[DJX13].
coalescing
[SSU+13].
coalescing-lowering
[SSU+13].
coarse
[KCP13].
coarse-grained
[KCP13].
Code
[CZ07, AvRF07, CMD13, GNB08, HLR+13,
HS06, JLER12, KBR06, KMG14, LCC11, LZL
04, ZVYN05, Zha08, NTG13].
code-positioning
[ZWHM05].
codes
[AFD07, AFD12].
Codesign
[KCA+13].
Codesigned
[KMG14].
Coherence
[KAC15, MMdS06, SSH+13, VHKP11].
coherent
[APG13].
collaborative
[FT10].
collapse
[CWCS13].
Collective
[FT10].
collector
[WK09].
colocated
[DWDS13].
Coloring
[YWYW12, LFX09].
combinatorial
[SR13].
combined
[BW+12].
Combining
[VSP+12].
Commodity
[WDX15].
common
[WK09].
communication
[HXX+13, SSPL+13, TC07].
communications
[ACG04].
compact
[SHC13].
compaction
[WK09].
Comparability
[YXW12].
Comparative
[LAS+08].
Comparators
[YEI+14].
comparison
[FBWS13].
compilation
[CH13, JK13, KHL+13, LBO14, LZY09,
PC13].
compiled
[NED+13].
Compiler
[CDD12, DMG13, HYAR+15, KPP+15,
LMF09, MG12, NC15, ZSCM08, CYXF13,
DC07, HWM14, HLC10, JOA+09a].
detecting [KS11]. Detection
[YEI+14, LKL+13, TBS06, TDG13, VHKP11, WFT004]. Deterministic
[CCL+13, VW11]. Devectorization
[KMG14]. Device [RLBBN15].
Device-Level [RLBBN15]. Devices
[TKM14, NMK06, ZK05]. DFA [BC13].
diagnosis [BSO07]. die-stacking [ZSLX13].
different [YXK+12]. dimension [RTG+07].
Directed [HYAR+15, LFX09, NED+13, SEP07, WM10]. directives
[DVFS [EE11, GK13]. Distance
dispatching [LZ12]. Disjoint
[SJA12]. disparate [WLZ+10].
dispatching [LZ12]. dissemination
[LZYZ09]. Distance
[GGFPRG12, FER+13, FTG11].
Distance-aware [GGFPRG12]. Distilling
[JEBJ08]. Distinguished [Ano15, Ano13a].
distribute [RFD13]. Distributed
[KHS+14, ZCP06]. Divergence [SMKH15].
diversification [CDM13]. diversity
[KNBK12]. DJ [DDU12]. DJ-graphs
[DDU12]. DLP [SNL+04]. Doesn’t
[LKV12]. domain [GÁSA+13]. DPM
[GK13]. Dragonfly [CVB15]. DRAM
[HCC+14, JLCR13, LCL+14, TKM14].
Driven [ME15, CDM13, FTGL11, SLPO8,
WTFO14, XT09, ZCS06]. Dropping
[GFD+14]. duplication [KS11, LKL+13].
DVFS [EE11, GK13]. Dynamic
[DBJ13, FER+13, FTGL11, FSYA09,
GAM12, KPP+15, KMG14, LKL+13,
LPZI12, SV05, BBG13, DWDS13, GHS12,
HSO6, HWHH+11, HVJ06, JSH09, LWHH11,
LJMG12, LCL+14, MG12, NED+13,
WSC+13, XMM04, ZZQ+05]. Dynamically
[LZ12, PGB12, KS11].
eager [JLCR13]. early [JOA+09b, SLPO8].
Easy [TDG13]. Editorial [CT08]. Effective
[GMGZP14, HVJ06, KHHH+05, LWHH11,
RPS06, SBOC05]. Effects [MGI15, CK11].
Efficiency [AJK+12, CAMJ15, BSWLE13,
CWS06, RCG+10a, ZSLX13]. Efficient
[BC13, CC13, DDU12, GNB08, HAC13,
IMS+08, KMG14, LWHH11, LDC15, MCB+12,
MKKE15, NMK06, PS15, TDG15,
YMM+15, ZPC06, ZZQ+05, APG13, ARS04,
CW13, CWCS13, DCP+12, GW08, JSL13,
JOA+09a, KHHH+05, LZYZ09, LMJ13a,
LHZ13, NS13, PLL10, RFD13, SPGE06,
SHC13, SB09, TDG13, XCC+13, ZGC+12,
FSYA09, SLA+07]. Efficiently [PCT12].
EFG [TKM14]. Element [LVR+15].
elementary [LDG+13]. Eliminating
[RCG+10b]. elimination [JLCR13, LCL+14].
embedded [CPP08, CDM13, GHS12, MP13,
SHC13, SD12, XT09]. embedding
[KMK+13]. emergencies [RCG+10b].
emerging [DXMJ11, XCC+13]. empirical
[AvRF07]. Emulation [TKM15].
Emulators [TKM15]. Encoding [TDG15].
Endurance [WDXJ14]. Endurance-aware
[WDXJ14]. Energy
[AJK+12, GFD+14, JOA+09a, MCB+12,
MKKE15, RTK15, SB09, AVG12, BSWLE13,
CWS06, CWCS13, FBWS13, GWS13,
GKP14, LTG12, LGEO17, LZYZ09,
LMJ+13b, LHZ13, SPGE06, SHC13, TDG13,
ZHD+04, ZZYMN05, ZGC+12, ZSLX13].
Energy- [SB09]. Energy-Efficient
[MKKE15, JOA+09a, CWCS13, LZYZ09,
LHZ13, SPGE06, SHC13, TDG13, ZGC+12].
enforcement [GW07]. Engine
[RMA14, WLZ+13, CW13]. Engines
[MGI15, TBS06]. Enhance [GAM12].
Enhanced [TKM14]. enumeration
[SWH09]. Environment [MK14].
environments [RG+12, WWL13]. era
[LNLK13, PCT12]. Error
[DGI+14, YEI+14, CCZ13, LKL+13].
ecology [JME15]. estimation [LTG12].
Evaluating [CWS06, HWH+11, SSK11].
Evaluation
[BC13, CHE+14, AvRF07, KWT09,
LCC11, LAS+08, RGG+12, ZK05].
Evaluator [JSL13]. Evaluator-executor
[JSL13]. event [GW07]. exascale
exception [HWM14].
Execution [GMGZP14, HAC13, ME15, PS15, WLZ+13, GB06, LZ12, LH1Z12, SJA12, VTN13, XIC12, ZG05], executor [JSL13].

[DXMJ11].

FPGA [HWM14].

Flow-sensitive [Nas13].

flow-sensitive [Nas13].

fly [HVP11, WWY+12].

gjit [HVP11, WWY+12].

formation [FSYA09].

Formulating [MAN+08].

FPGA [HWM14].

FPGA-processor [CS13].

FPGAs [FBWS13, GN80, PI12].

fractal [HJY+13].

fractal-based [HJY+13].

frame [HJY+13].

frame-based [HJY+13].

Framework [KPP+15, LAS+13, AS13, BCN10, CS10, DJX13, HEL+09, KKM+13, LCC11, LCH+04, LFC13, LHW1B12, PGB13, YXK+12].

free [BRSGJ12, GS12].

friendly [CRSP09].

FTL [HJY+13].

Full [MNT+12, TKKM15].

Fully [HJY+13, BRSGJ12].

functional [GASA+13, YCCY11].

functions [HJY+13, LDG+13].

fundamental [VE13].

fusing [WM10].

Future [BM06, DXMJ11, LM1J13a].

gap [HCC+14].

Gating [KMG14, WYCC11, YCCY11].

General [CAMJ15, LHY+06].

General-Purpose [CAMJ15].

Generalized [DFD+14].

Generalizing [JIM09].

generate [KBR+13].

generation [GNB08, HLR+13, JLR12, LBO14, LHY+06, VJC+13].

Global [CCL+13, BZS13].

good [PJ13].

GP [MYG15].

GP-gpu [MBK12, YXK+12].

GPU [HLR+13, LFC13, RB13, TBC+12, WGO15, ZSLX13].

GPU-Based [WGO15].

GPUs [FBWS13, NC15, SHLM14, WYCC11].

gradient [HAJ+12].

gradient-based [HAJ+12].

Grained [BSB14, YEE+14, EE11, KCP13, LT13, WM11].

Granularity [TKM14].

Graph [YXW12, DS12, LFX09].

graphics [FSYA09, ZSLX13].

Graphs [BPJ15, BZS13, DDU12, MG13].

gshare [TS05].

Guarded [PS15].

guided [CS13, LZL+13, RCG+10b, SSU+13].

Hadoop [KHS+14].

halting [ZVY05].

Hamming [CVB15].

handling [HWM14, HVB+11, LWH11].

hard [HBM11, HWM14].
[KHL+13]. just-in-time [KHL+13].

kilo [CSVM04]. kilo-instruction [CSVM04].

L1 [HK14, LZL+13]. L2 [AGVO05, CST+06, SLP08, SBC05]. L2-miss-driven [SLP08]. Languages [DHK+14, NED+13]. large [KWCL09, RCV+12, SMK10]. large-scale [RCV+12, SMK10]. Last [LBM13, WDX14, AGI+12, AIVL13, VSP+12, ZDC+12].


Level [CHE+14, HK14, LBM13, MGI15, PLT+15, RLBBN15, WDX14, AGI+12, AIVL13, BCVN10, EE09, GMW09, GPL+05, LCL+14, PCT12, VSP+12, ZDC+12].


Library-Based [FDF+14]. lifetime [XC06].


LLC-memory [FQRG13]. Local [LVR+15, DHC+13]. locality [AIVL13, FER+13]. location [YLW08].

Lock [CWCS13]. Lock-contention-aware [CWCS13]. Loop [LVR+15, BCVT13, NCC13, SHLM14, SLM12, YZL+10].

loop-dependent [YZL+10]. loops [JSL13, KLM+12, RTG+07]. Low [CAMJ15, DJL+12, RTK15, SW13, YEI+14, AGI+12, BB04, CCZ13, GKP14, MA08, SRLPV04, ZVYN05]. Low-complexity [DJL+12, SRLPV04]. Low-Cost [YEI+14, AGI+12, MA08]. low-energy [GKP14, ZVYN05]. Low-latency [SW13].

Low-Power [CAMJ15, BB04, CCZ13]. Lower [ESR+15]. lowering [SSU+13]. LP [GDF+14].

machine [DJB13, LBO14, SCEG08, SPS12, WO13, WTF014, WHV+13].

machine-learning-based [WTF014]. Machines [BSS14, JK13, RB13, VED07]. main [DZC+13, WSC+13, ZDC+12].

Maintaining [YCCY11]. Making [CRSP09, PLT+15, PI12]. Managed [YWXXW12]. Management [GMPZP14, HYAR+15, AVG12, FQRG13, GSZ10, HVJ06, KCKG14, LGAZ07, LFX09, LPZI12, RCG+10a, RB13, SW13, VS08, WWWL13, WSC+13, WDXJ14, WM11, ZYCZ10].

Managing [HS06, KBK12, VS11, SSK11].

Many [FMY+15, LNLK13, OKG+12]. Many-Core [FMY+15, LNLK13, OKG+12].

Manycore [LAS+13, MKKE15, BTS10].

map [WYJL10].


Matching [HJW15, CW13, PLL10, TBS06, WV11].


mechanism [GB06, HWX+13, KS11, RFD13, SBC05].

mechanisms [WHV+11, LCL+14, LMM08].

Mechanistic [BEE15, CH+14]. media [SLA+07]. meets [KHL+13]. Memories [DGI+14, WDX15, YMM+15, CCZ13, WSC+13].
Memory [AJK+12, CG15, DHD+14, EE09, FMY+15, GMGZP14, GHS12, JDZ+13, MYG15, RLBBN15, SMKH15, TKKM15, AFD12, ATGN+13, CS10, CCZ13, DHC+13, DJX13, DZC+13, FQRG13, GPL+05, JSH09, JSM+04, KGK10, KCKG14, LAS+08, LGAZ07, LFX09, LCL+14, LHWB12, MA08, PLL10, PCT12, RLS13, SY05, SL09, TBC+12, TGAG+12, VDSP09, VED07, WKC12, WWWL13, WSC+13, WLZ+10, YJTF13, YLTL04, YLW08, ZPC06, ZSLX13, ZDC+12]. memory-efficient [PLL10].


metering [LMJ+13b]. method [CWCS13, SHC13]. Metrics [EMR14].

Microarchitectural [FMY+15, DJB13, LB10].

microarchitecture [ASK13, HS05, RPS06, SS+04]. microarchitectures [ACGK04].

Microbenchmarking [FMY+15].

Microprocessor [KCA+13, BE13, YCCY11].

microprocessors [BSO07, RCG+10a].

migration [LMJG12, MSF+07]. MIMD [FSYA09]. miniature [JEJB08]. minimal [XL07]. minimization [CH06, SSR13].

mining [CDPD13]. Minos [CWC06].

misaligned [LWH11]. misprediction [GW08]. miss [SLP08]. misses [CST+06, LS10, VHKP11, Zha08].


Model [ESR+15, DC07, MG13].

Modeling [BEE15, LAS+13, SSC+13, AFD07, CA11, EE12, IMS+08, XMM04, SSS+04]. Models [CHE+14, LAS+08, XIC12]. modern [CCD12, JK13, KBK12]. Modify [RLS15].

modulo [KP13]. Moldable [MKKE15].

monitoring [LMM08, VDSP09, ZZQ+05].

monopolizable [DJL+12]. Most [PLT+15].

Movement [ESR+15]. MP [WLZ+13].

MP-Tomasulo [WLZ+13]. MPI [HWX+13, MP13].

MRAM [WDX15].

MRAM-Based [WDX15]. MSHRs [CA11].

Multi [FMY+15, CDPD13, GWS13, LFC13, PM12, RB13, RPE12, ZGC+12]. Multi-core [FMY+15]. multi-core [PM12, ZGC+12].


multi-server [RPE12]. Multibank [CG15].

multicharacter [CW13]. Multicore [CC13, LAS+13, CG14, CK11, CWC13, DEE13, FBWS13, HWX+13, LMJ+13b, LCL+14, LHZ13, RCG+10a, VE13, WFKL10, ZCW10].

Multicores [HK14, MSF+07]. multidimensional [RTG+07]. Multilevel [YMM+15, JK13, TKJ13]. multimedia [SV05]. multiobjective [CPP08].

multiplatform [HLC10]. multiple [GB06, HVJ06, RCV+12]. multiprocessor [BBG13, GSZ10, LT13].

Multiprocessors [LBM13, APG13, GPL+05, LAS+08, LM05, LPZL12, LMMM08, SMK10].

Multiprogram [EMR14]. multithreaded [DWDS13, GMW09, NTG13, PGB13, RGG+12, RCG+10a, XIC12].

multithreading [EE09, GWM07].

NAND [DGI+14]. native [RPE12]. Near [HK14, KCA+13, KCKG14, RPE12].

Near-Optimal [KCA+13, KCKG14].

Near-Threshold [HK14]. nest [SLM12].

nested [KLMP12]. nests [NCC13].

Network [TDP15, ASK13, LNLK13, LYYB07].

Networks [CVB15, BKA13, LWWH12, PRMH13, SMK10, SEP07].

networks-on-chip [LWWH12]. Neural [TDP15, Jim09]. no [HL07]. NoC [HWX+13]. NoC-based [HWX+13]. NoCs [WYJL10]. Non
Non-monopolizable [DJL+12]. Non-SSA [BZS13]. Non-Uniform [HK14].
non-volatile [WDXJ14]. nonuniformity [WA08]. nonvolatile [DXMJ11, DJX13].

O [DCP+12, RHLA14]. Object [YLW08, TDG13, VED07, WM10]. objects [WWY+12]. oblivious [CYXF13].
Obstruction [WDXJ14]. ODE [HLR+13].
OpenMP [PC13]. OpenStream [PC13]. Operating [HK14]. opportunities [KGK10, XMM04]. Optimal [CH06, CBD15, GK13, KCA+13, SWH09, ZGP15, KCKG14, XC06]. optimising [LBO14]. Optimization [LVR+15, RMA14, CHF+12, CXW+12, CYXF13, DJX13, FT10, GHS12, HS06, HEL+09, HVJ06, KHW+05, KWT09, PJ13, SLM12, SSR13, SL09, VW11, ZWHM05, ZCS06].
optimization-phase [KHW+05]. optimizations [LCH+04, LHY+06].
optimized [GS12]. Optimizing [RLBBN15, STLM12, TKKM15, WDX15, YXW12, YRHB13, ZSLX13, YXK+12, WK09].
optimun [HP04]. Orchestrating [MG13].
Order [BEE15, PS15, BB04, KWT09, SJA12, YYTF13]. order/out [BB04].
overhead [MP13]. overheads [BCM11, SSU+13]. overlay [JLER12].

Parallelism [CG15, HWJ+15, EE09, FLG12, PCT12. SLS+17, WTFO14].
PATCH [RBM10]. path [TS05]. paths [PS12]. pattern [CXW+12, PRMH13, VW11].
pattern-oriented [CXW+12].
watt [TBC+12]. write [JLCR13]. pending [CA11]. per-task [LMJ+13b]. Per-thread [DEE13, BRS10]. perceptron [TS05].
Perfect [BRJM15]. Performance [BEE15, FDF+14, ROA08, TKM14, ZYCZ10, AFD12, ATGN+13, BSWLE13, BSTS10, CK11, CRSP09, CDMS13, FBWS13, GW08, HP04, HL07, KBR+13, KLP12, KGK10, LM05, PGB12, RWY13, SRLPV04, SD12, WKCS12, XT09, YCCY11, ZVYN05].
permanent [SSC+13]. Perspectives [PLT+15]. Phase [JDZ+13, YMM+15, KHW+05, KWT09, ZDC+12].
Reconfigurable
[KHS+14, AS13, KLMP12, KCP13, ZSLX13].
Reconstructability [BRJM15]. Recovery
[LHY+06, RHLA14]. reduce [YZ08].
reduced [VED07]. Reducing [CPP08,
GWS13, JLCR13, SLPO8, ZHD+04, Zha08,
BCM11, MP13, PG12, ZSCM08, HL07].
reduction [MK05, XT09]. redundant
[BJR12]. references [YZL+10]. referent
[WK09]. Refresh [TMK14]. Register
[YWXW12, BZS13, CH06, GKP14, JOA+09a,
JOA+09b, JA14, SJV08, SLPO8, SSR13].
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